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ABSTRACT

Thin-ply carbon fiber laminates have exhibited superior mechanical properties and damage resistance when compared to standard thickness plies, and enable greater flexibility in laminate design. However, the increased ply count in thin-ply laminates also increases the number of ply-ply interfaces, thereby increasing the number of relatively weak and delamination-prone interlaminar regions. In this study, we report the first experimental realization of aligned carbon nanotube interlaminar reinforcement of thin-ply unidirectional prepreg-based carbon fiber laminates, in a hierarchical architecture termed ‘nanostitching’. We synthesize a baseline effective standard thickness laminate using multiple thin plies of the same orientation to create a ply block, and we find an ~15% improvement in the interlaminar shear strength via short beam shear strength testing for thin-ply nanostitched samples when compared to the baseline. This demonstrates a synergetic strength effect of nanostitching (~5% increase) and thin-ply lamination (~10% increase). Synchrotron-based computed tomography of post mortem SBS
specimens suggest a different trajectory and mode of damage accumulation in nanostitched thin-ply laminates, notably the complete suppression of delaminations in the nanostitched region. Finite element predictions of damage progression highlight the complementary nature of positive thin-ply and nanostitching effects that are consistent with an ~15% improvement in Mode I and II interlaminar fracture toughness due to the aligned carbon nanotubes incorporated at thin-ply interfaces.

1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced laminated composites are attractive for many applications, especially in the aerospace industry where high mechanical performance under extreme loading with low density are desired. Despite their general outstanding performance, such composites are well-known to be vulnerable to microscopic damage that accumulates under mechanical and thermal loading [1]. Although the failure behavior in laminated structures has been carefully studied, the mechanisms are difficult to predict accurately since they depend on many geometrical and structural properties, such as component geometry, loading conditions, stacking sequence and ply thickness [2-3]. Spread-tow thin-ply prepreg, herein after called “thinpreg”, was introduced by Kawabee et al. [4-8], focuses on stable and gentle opening of dry tows so that flat fiber plies can be produced and subsequently pre-impregnated with a resin, as commonly done for conventional thickness prepregs. This technique allows the production of ultra-thin prepreg (up to 7× thinner than traditional prepreg) while suppressing issues associated with fiber arrangement and ply uniformity. Thinpreg laminates have several considerable advantages in terms of design and mechanical performance. For instance, the possibility of meeting design constrains with no
change in laminate thickness or the use of smaller mismatch angles which has been shown to improve the interfacial fracture resistance. In terms of mechanical performance, it has been shown that thin-ply laminated composites can suppress microcracking, delamination and splitting damage [9-14]. This strengthening effect which inhibits crack growth in off axis plies within a laminate is a consequence of the so-called “in situ” effect, which is characterized by an increase in transverse and shear strengths when a ply is constrained by plies with different fibre orientations in a laminate [9]. In general, thin-ply composites exhibit enhanced unnotched strength, compressive notched strength, better resistance to fatigue and, if designed to trigger specific damage mechanisms, enhanced tensile notched strength [9-14]. However, the use of thinpreg presents a major problem as it requires a larger number of assembly steps to reach a desired laminate thickness, with the laminate then giving a larger number of ply interfaces. The interlaminar region at each ply interface is comprised of pure (un-reinforced) resin making it susceptible to interlaminar crack propagation and delamination, limiting the lifetime of the composite part [14]. From the perspective of preventing early delamination, modification of the interlaminar region in laminated composites has remained an active area of research for decades and includes technologies such as stitching, z-pinning and 3D weaving [15-22]. Thus, a drawback to thin-ply laminates is the increased number of relatively weak interlaminar regions, which we address here via nanostructure reinforcement.

In the past two decades, the use of nanomaterials as fillers and reinforcement in composites has been shown to be a viable technique to increase the interlaminar toughness and strength without compromising the integrity of laminated composites [23-26]. Recently, the ability to grow highly aligned arrays of densely packed CNTs offers possibility of local reinforcement, due to the high mechanical properties of CNTs (e.g., Young’s modulus and strength exceeding
aerospace-grade carbon fibers [18, 27]) and developments in the fabrication and processing [28]. Garcia et al. [29] introduced a hierarchical architecture where A-CNTs are placed strategically between consecutive laminae/plies to reinforce the resin rich interlaminar region. This architecture was originally developed based on fracture mechanics work that showed a strong scale effect between toughness and nanoscale fibers reinforcing cracks (Mode I analysis) [30]. In-plane laminate properties were also investigated for laminates where all ply interfaces are reinforced with aligned CNTs [30-32]. The most important finding is that, as hypothesized, the laminate-level strengths are increased and damage propagation is delayed due to the presence of a stronger and tougher interface [30-32]. In that work, in-plane strengths were improved broadly and significantly: the critical bearing strength, the ultimate open-hole compression strength, and the L-shape laminate breaking energy of the nanostitched samples were increased by 30%, 14% and 40%, respectively, compared to the unreinforced samples [31].

In this study, A-CNT nanostitching is employed for the first time to reinforce the interlaminar region of thin-ply composite laminates. Nanostitched Thin, and an effective standard thickness (herein after called ‘Thick’) version of a quasi-isotropic (QI) symmetric laminate are fabricated and tested (see Fig. 1) in short beam shear (SBS) to focus on interlaminar failure. The effect of nanostitching thinpreg laminates is visualized using Synchrotron Radiation Computed Tomography (SRCT) which allows the non-destructive visualization and comparison of internal damage extent of post mortem specimens. Damage trajectories, and differences between the four tested laminate configurations, is further analyzed by finite element simulations of progressive damage.

2. Methods
In the following sections, fabrication of the laminates is presented, including the A-CNT synthesis and transfer process, followed by the detailed experimental procedure for static SBS testing, characterization of post mortem samples, and detailed description of the finite element progressive damage modeling.

2.1 Materials and laminates fabrication
Vertically aligned CNTs (A-CNTs) were grown in a tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at atmospheric pressure following procedures previously documented [28]. The A-CNT forests have an areal density of ~1 vol% corresponding to $10^8$-$10^{10}$ CNTs per cm$^2$ and comprised of 3-5 walls and an outer diameter of ~8 nm. The A-CNT forests are nominally 20 µm in length with some variability (~±5 µm) in height with extremes of 15 µm and 25 µm noted. The A-CNTs were introduced to the interlaminar region by transferring them to the surface of the composite prepreg plies, utilizing the tack of the prepreg at room temperature. A unidirectional aerospace-grade carbon fiber and epoxy thinpreg tape (TohoTenax HTS40/Q1112, 54 µm ply thickness) was used for the laminates fabrication. Two laminate types, Thin and Thick, were manufactured, with and without nanostitch, giving four laminate configurations in total. Thin consists of 48 thinpreg plies stacked in a quasi-isotropic (QI) symmetric layup ([0/90/±45]$_6$), and Thick is an effective 16 ply ([0/90/±45]$_3$), laminate fabricated by stacking 3 thinpreg plies (a ply block) with identical orientation to reach the equivalent standard ply thickness of 150 µm (see Fig. 1). Local nanostitching at the center of the laminate was utilized to reduce the A-CNT material and fabrication steps, and focused on the center of the laminate for selective reinforcement based on reported modes of failure in the SBS ASTM standard [33]. A-CNT nanostitches were placed in the middle interfaces in the Thin
lamine configuration, which is equivalent to the Thick laminate configuration, as displayed in Figs. 1a and 1b. Effectiveness of the transfer process was ~90% by area. The 30 cm x 30 cm laminated plates were wrapped in appropriate materials and cured under vacuum in an autoclave following the industry process specifications (1 bar of total pressure at 1.5 °/min to 90 °C, hold for 30 min and followed by 90 min at 120 °C at 7.9 of total pressure, cool at 3 °C/min to 60 °C and vent pressure, let cool to room temperature). Baseline and nanostitched specimens are taken from the same plate. Once the laminates were cured, specimens were cut to size and prepared for tests. Specimen dimensions and test specifics are provided below.
Fig 1: Thick and Thin laminate configurations: (top) Illustration of Thick laminate consisting of the stacking of consecutive thinpreg plies (black lines) to create an effective standard thickness laminate. The midplane interfaces are nanostitched with A-CNTs (red) and a representative optical micrograph of Thick cross-section appears at right. (bottom) Illustration of Thin laminate showing the midplane nanostitched interfaces (red) and a representative optical micrograph appears at right. In both cases the laminate layup is quasi-isotropic (QI).

2.2 Short beam shear mechanical testing

The laminates were cut into test coupons with dimension of 5.2 mm × 15.6 mm × 2.6 mm for the width, length and thickness, respectively. The specimens were subsequently manually ground and polished on the edges to remove defects introduced by the cutting process, as recommended by ASTM D2344. At least 7 specimens of each configuration (Thick, Thick nanositch, Thin, and Thin nanostitch) were tested under the static short beam shear configuration (ASTM D2344) [33]. The samples were loaded in a 3-point bending testing setup with a span of 10.5 mm and under a 5 mm/s loading rate. The load-displacement curves were recorded during testing until catastrophic failure, and interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) in SBS, \( \sigma_{SBS} \), was calculated according to eq. (1):

\[
\sigma_{SBS} = 0.75 \times \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{w \times t} \tag{1}
\]

where \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum load and \( w \) and \( t \) are the width and the thickness of the specimen, respectively.
2.3 Transfer assessment and morphology of the interlaminar region

Since the reinforcing effect is expected to be a consequence of the presence of the A-CNTs at the interfaces, assessment of the morphology of the interlaminar region is particularly important. Scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss, Ultra Plus) was used to assess the quality of the CNT nanostitching transfer and measure the interlaminar thickness. At least 20 interfaces were observed and measured for each laminate configuration. The average interlaminar thickness for baseline Thin and Thick was found to be ~4 μm. The addition of A-CNT nanostitching (20 μm A-CNTs forest) to the interlaminar region increases the interlaminar thickness by ~50% as shown in Table 1. This was not observed in prior nanostitching work [30, 32, 34], and further investigations should be done to ensure minimum increase of the interlaminar region thickness. Additionally, it should be noted that the overall laminate thickness was not significantly increased since only the middle planes of the laminate are nanostitched, thereby retaining the overall laminate microfiber volume fraction across all laminate configurations. Fig. 2 shows high resolution cross-sectional images of a typical nanostitched interface in Thin baseline and Thin nanostitched samples. The micrograph reveals that the A-CNTs were effectively transferred onto the prepreg, properly filling of the interlaminar resin rich area. Furthermore, the A-CNTs effectively bridge the two plies and interdigitate through the fibers. This morphology is essential to the toughening mechanism involved in nanostitching, which often include CNTs pullout and bridging [32,34]. Similar features are observed in nanostitched interfaces of Thick baseline specimens (see Fig. S1).
Table 1: Laminate and interlaminar thicknesses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminate configuration</th>
<th>Laminate thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Interlaminar thickness (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thick baseline</td>
<td>2.58±0.02</td>
<td>3.5±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick nanostitched</td>
<td>2.58±0.01</td>
<td>7.9±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin baseline</td>
<td>2.60±0.01</td>
<td>4.2±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin nanostitched</td>
<td>2.62±0.01</td>
<td>7.8±1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Representative scanning electron micrographs of ply interfaces in baseline and nanostitched specimens: (a) a 90/45 Thin baseline laminate, (b) an A-CNT reinforced 90/45 interface with aligned CNTs visible as light grey area, (c) Lower magnification of A-CNT
reinforced interface for [45/90/0] interfaces showing the A-CNTs bridging the layers of microfiber plies. In the inset, a higher magnification of the nanostitched 45/90 interface from (c).

2.4 Synchrotron Radiation Computed Tomography (SRCT)

SRCT experiments were carried out at the ID 19 beamline at the European Synchrotron Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. Thick and Thin laminates (baseline and nanostitched) previously tested under short beam shear configuration were scanned ex situ using a 20 keV X-ray energy beam with projections captured at a ~0.7 μm isotropic voxel resolution (1 mm x 1 mm field of view) and 50 ms exposure. Further analysis and segmentation of the 3D volumes were performed using Avizo (FEI) commercial software version 9.3.

2.5. Progressive damage modeling

Simulation of the SBS test was performed to better understand the consequences of reinforcing the interfaces with A-CNTs. The simulation of damage in composite laminates requires the use of models that can capture both intralaminar (matrix cracking, fiber fracture) and interlaminar (delamination) damage. In this work, intralaminar damage is simulated using the continuum damage model proposed by Maimi et al. [35-37] using the cohesive zone model implemented in ABAQUS [38]. For nanostitched interfaces, this is a simplification since these models were not developed to account for the inelastic deformation and fracture of nano-reinforced interfaces. The model is composed of: (i) two lower supports composed of C3D8r elastic elements, (ii) a loading nose composed of C3D8r elastic elements, and (iii) the laminate.

One user material C3D8r finite element per ply is used to simulate intralaminar damage and the plies are connected by 0.01 mm thick COH3D8 cohesive elements shown in Fig. S2.

Make sure beamline scientist and beamline are in acknowledgements?

I would have thought field of view was 1.4x1.4mm (~2000x2000 pixel for the normal Frelon camera)?
(Supplementary Information). The supports and loading nose are also simulated to avoid unrealistic damage development on the outer layers and because their dimensions are not negligible compared to the dimensions of the specimens. A mesh of 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm × t mm (where t is the ply thickness: 54µm for the Thin configurations, and 162 µm for the Thick configurations) is used for the ply elements and 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm × 0.01 mm for the cohesive elements. The mesh and boundary conditions used are shown in Fig. S2.

Since most of the material properties needed to simulate intralaminar and interlaminar damage are unknown for the HTS40/Q-1112 carbon/epoxy material system, approximations were made based on existent work. The material properties used are not relevant since the goal is not to get accurate predictions of the load displacement curve and ILSS but rather to better understand the differences in damage propagation of the Thick baseline, Thin baseline and Thin nanostitched configurations. In the simulations of the unreinforced samples, the fracture toughness of the elements in every interface is the same. However, in case of nanostitched, previous studies link the improvement in ILSS [30,31] to a substantial increase of the interlaminar toughness. Hence, in the present model, interlaminar elements representing nanostitched interfaces are given higher fracture toughness which value is computed via iterative simulations based on Hexcel AS4/8552 prepreg as a proxy materials. The cohesive stresses are calculated using two engineering solutions proposed by Turon and co-authors [39-40] to enable a better representation of the softening behaviour in the vicinity of the crack tip and to avoid a common erroneous calculation of the energy dissipation. Detailed model, procedure and results are presented in Figure S3 (Supplementary information) and associated discussion.
3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the interlaminar shear strength of the laminates is discussed and the effects of thin-ply laminate technologies and nanostitching are further investigated by SRCT and numerical progressive damage modeling.

The four specimen configurations were tested via SBS to measure the ILSS. This configuration restricts the shear-dominated loading to a limited zone where relatively high interlaminar shear stresses develop, causing failure in an out-of-plane shear dominated mode. Table 2 summarizes the ILSS results for the laminate configurations, and representative load displacement curves are shown in Fig. 3. Typical modes of failure observed include delamination at the center of the laminate cross section and at the free edges, but may also include fiber breaks and compressive damage at the load introduction points at the surface of the specimen, as referred in [33]. Within the Thick specimens, no statistically significant change was observed after nanostitching. This is in contrast to prior work that has shown an 6.5% increase for standard thickness specimens of a different UD prepreg system [32], although more recent work has also shown a statistically insignificant increase in strength in static SBS for another UD prepreg system, but fatigue life in SBS increased significantly [41]. It seems that small or negligible increases in strength are revealed in SBS testing across the two standard thickness systems studied so far, equivalent to the blocked ply Thick configuration herein. As noted earlier, future work will pursue optimizing the A-CNT forest height to maintain the interlaminar region thickness. The comparison between Thin and Thick laminates shows an increase of 10% in the ILSS of Thin baseline over the Thick baseline samples, and an additional 5% increase in the Thin nanostitched over the baseline Thick samples. These results support our hypothesis that nanostitching can delay ultimate failure, in particular in thinpreg laminates. In Fig. 3, post
mortem SEM observations of specimen cross sections reveal extensive CNT pullout and local debonding of the CNT layer at the interlaminar region. This is expected since it was also reported in previous work on nanostitching [30-32] that delayed delamination is correlated to an increase in interlaminar fracture toughness, i.e., reinforcement provided by the addition of high aspect ratio nanofibers (A-CNTs here).

To understand the mechanisms involved in the observed synergy between thin-ply technologies and A-CNT nanostitching, post mortem assessment of the damage type and extent is undertaken via computed tomography. Imaging a full volume in 3D was possible using SRCT, which allowed the visualization of internal damage with sufficient resolution to distinguish delamination, matrix cracks and fiber breaks.

**Table 2**

Interlaminar Shear Strength (ILSS) via SBS for baseline and nanostitched Thick and Thin laminates. Only statistically significant changes are noted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminate type</th>
<th>ILSS (MPa)</th>
<th>Change (% vs. Thick baseline)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thick baseline</td>
<td>69.9±2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick nanostitched</td>
<td>69.8±1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin baseline</td>
<td>76.9±1.1</td>
<td>+10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin nanostitched</td>
<td>80.6±0.6</td>
<td>+15.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3: Short beam shear strength (SBS) testing results: (left) Representative SBS load-deformation curves at median values for strength). For comparison, the curves were shifted in the x axis; (right) Micrographs of a post mortem Thin nanostitched interface showing a crack through the nanostitch-ply interface and micron-long CNT pullout from the polymer.

Post mortem Thick (baseline), Thin and Thin nanostitched coupons were inspected by SRCT at ~0.7 µm vox. resolution, allowing microfiber breaks, delamination, and intralaminar matrix cracks to be easily observed. Since the effect of nanostitching was less pronounced in the Thick configuration, no SRCT analysis was performed on these samples. Damage, segmented in red for delamination and blue for matrix cracks are shown in Fig. 4. The segmented damage reveals that
Thick and Thin baselines fail differently: Thick baseline contains extensive damage in the center of the specimen where shear stresses are highest in the SBS test, with large matrix cracks developing in the 45 plies, and in the vicinity of clear delamination planes. As expected, Thin baseline samples exhibit more localized damage than the baseline with delaminations at the 7th, 11th, and 29th interfaces, with confined transverse matrix cracks in the 45° plies. We note the asymmetry of matrix cracking density within the specimen thickness, i.e., more cracks are detected on the upper side of the specimen where the plies are under compression (near the loading nose and the laminate midplane). Interestingly, the intralaminar cracks developed in the Thin baseline are arrested and remain constrained to the intra-laminar regions, as opposed to the Thick baseline which exhibits intralaminar damage extending through consecutive thin plies. This effect results in less extensive intralaminar damage at the laminate level that can be here, and more generally in the extend work discussed earlier, associated with higher strengths [42]. However, because the number of plies and interfaces is tripled in the case of thinpreg laminates, the number of delaminations increases concomitantly. For Thick baseline samples, the matrix crack extension which occurs through the laminate thickness, leads to stress relaxation, whereas in the Thin baseline, matrix cracks appear in individual thin plies and do not extend from ply to ply. Further increase of applied loading yields the increase of the matrix crack density within the lamina while the high stress field at the interlaminar region evolves into interlaminar damage, as seen in the high density of delamination zones in Fig. 4. Thin nanostitched samples exhibit similar intralaminar damage as Thin baselines. Although delaminations are still visible, the number of damaged interfaces is significantly reduced, and in the region that is reinforced with A-CNTs delaminations are fully suppressed. The fact that no delamination is observed in the CNT area indicates a positive reinforcing effect. Although nanostitching yields only a 5%
increase in the SBS ILSS, SRCT visualization demonstrates that delamination is clearly mitigated by nanostitching.

Results of progressive damage modeling supports the SRCT observations that the reinforcing effect of nanostitching for the Thin configuration has the clear effect of mitigating delaminations, and to a lesser extent, matrix cracking in the middle region of the laminate thickness (see Fig. 4). Damage accumulation at three points along the linear load-deflection curve are reported for the three configurations in Fig. 5. Note that matrix damage extent shown in Fig. 4 is different from the damage extent in Fig. 5, as the former (Fig. 4) looks at damage at the specimen cross-sectional surface, whereas the latter (Fig. 5) provides an integrated projection of all damage through the specimen width. The integrated view in Fig. 5 allows us to compare the damage propagation for the different laminate configurations. There is no damage at 80% of $P_{\text{max}}$ apart from that due to high compressive and shear stresses under the loading nose, but just before failure at 100% of $P_{\text{max}}$, the Thick and Thin baseline laminates show several interlaminar cracks and partial damage at the interlaminar region is already observed in Thin configuration (green lines), although catastrophic failure is not yet reached. The Thin nanostitched has suppressed interlaminar damage extent in the A-CNT region as is expected given the increase in interlaminar fracture toughness of +15% employed in the modeling of the cohesive elements. This follows our hypothesis that the increased number of interfaces in the baseline are prone to early failure (vs. the Thick baseline) as shown by the multiple damaged elements reported in the model. After failure (load drops to 50% of $P_{\text{max}}$), damage extent is increased in all configurations, with multiple interlaminar cracks and damage in the Thick baseline and Thin baseline, that are absent in Thin nanostitched configuration.
Fig. 4: Model predictions and 3D SRCT inspection of damage in *post mortem* coupons. (top) Predicted damage at the cross-section surface in Thick baseline, Thin baseline and Thin nanostitched (with close up on predicted damages observed under the loading nose), and (bottom) Respective SRCT 3D visualization of damage formation after experimental SBS failure. Colors represent: delamination (red), damaged interlaminar elements (green), and intralaminar matrix cracks (blue). Note that fiber breaks exist in the images, concentrated at the contact zone with the loading zone but are not shown/colored. Qualitatively, no observable differences are observed in the density or distribution of fiber breaks across any of the specimen configurations.
Fig. 5: Prediction of damage formation under SBS loading, shown as a projection of all internal (volumetric) damage integrated through the specimen width, for Thick baseline, Thin baseline and Thin nanostitched laminates at locations at 80% $P_{\text{max}}$, immediately before failure (100% $P_{\text{max}}$) and after failure (50% drop in load from $P_{\text{max}}$). All specimen show matrix cracking (blue), interfacial delamination (red) and damaged interfacial elements (green). Only the region under the loading nose is shown. Note that fiber breaks exist, concentrated at the contact zone with the loading zone but are not shown/colored.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
We have reported the successful reinforcement of thin-ply laminated advanced composites with aligned carbon nanotube (A-CNT) nanostitching and compared the mechanical performance in shear strength testing for four laminate configurations. The A-CNTs were transferred via a transfer printing technique without affecting the overall laminate thickness, but did evidence a 50% increase in the interlaminar region thickness. Testing in short beam shear loading reveals an ILSS improvement of 10% in Thin and an additional 5% increase after nanostitching, over Thick laminates. SRCT observations reveal the suppression of large matrix dominated cracks in Thin laminates, and the suppression of delamination in the nanostitched zone, vs. the baseling Thick (standard thickness) laminates. These findings were substantiated by progressive damage model results utilizing k+15% movement in Mode I and II interlaminar fracture toughness due to the A-CNTs. This work pioneers the investigation of synergies from two promising composite laminate technologies and gives fundamental insights into the damage progression and how it is affected by each technology separately, and together. Further investigation on A-CNT height will offer the possibility to maximize these effects for increases SBS strength, and future work will undertake to develop both full predictive damage models utilizing cohesive zone laws measured for the A-CNT nanostitched laminates, as well as investigate other loading configurations such as compression-after-impact (CAI) and open hole compression (OHC) that are known to be strongly influenced by delaminations, a mode of failure thin-ply laminates are particularly susceptible to given the increased number of ply interfaces.
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1. Inspection of Thick interlaminar regions

SEM images below show cross sections of Thick baseline and nanostitched samples, showing 3 consecutive plies with identical microfiber orientation forming ply blocks for the Thick configuration. The A-CNT nanostitch is seen at the interface between 3 consecutive plies and fills integrally the interlaminar region as observed for Thin samples. This is not surprising as Thick samples are manufactured with thinpreg and identical interfaces are expected.

![Thick baseline](image1.png)  ![Thick nanostitched](image2.png)

Figure S1: Scanning electron micrographs of Thick laminate cross sections: (a) Thick baseline, and (b) Thick nanostitched.
2. Details of progressive damage finite element modeling

The model was developed to predict the onset and accumulation of intralaminar damage mechanisms (matrix cracking and fiber fracture) in laminated composites. The continuum damage model was defined in the framework of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. Generally speaking, the formulation of the continuum damage models starts by the definition of a potential (the complementary free energy density) as a function of damage variables, which is the basis for establishing the relation between the stress and the strain tensors. More details on the continuum damage model can be found in refs [35-37].

Fig. S1: Mesh and boundary condition used in the FEA model

Since most of the material properties needed to simulate intralaminar and interlaminar damage are unknown for the HTS40/Q-1112 carbon/epoxy material system at this point of the work, only a qualitative analysis was made for this material. The material properties used are not relevant since the goal is not to get accurate predictions of the load displacement curve and ILSS but rather to better understand the differences in damage propagation of the different material
configurations. In the simulations of the unreinforced samples (Thick baseline and Thin baseline) the fracture toughness of the elements in every interface are the same. However, since the middle 15 interfaces are reinforced for the Thin nanostitched samples, the fracture toughness of the elements on those interfaces are increased. Since the toughening factor induced by the presence of the A-CNTs is not known, three enhancement factors were used: 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. A summary of the simulations performed are shown in table S1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Layup</th>
<th>Nanostitched interfaces</th>
<th>Assumed enhancement factor</th>
<th>$G_{Ic}$ [kJ/m$^2$]</th>
<th>$G_{IIc}$ [kJ/m$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thick-baseline</td>
<td>([0/90/±45]$_s$)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$G_{Ic}$</td>
<td>$G_{IIc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin baseline</td>
<td>([0/90/±45]$_s$)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$G_{Ic}$</td>
<td>$G_{IIc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin nanostitched 5%</td>
<td>([0/90/±45]$_s$)</td>
<td>Middle interfaces</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1.05 x $G_{Ic}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin nanostitched 10%</td>
<td>([0/90/±45]$_s$)</td>
<td>Middle interfaces</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.10 x $G_{Ic}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin nanostitched 15%</td>
<td>([0/90/±45]$_s$)</td>
<td>Middle interfaces</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1.15 x $G_{Ic}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin nanostitched 20%</td>
<td>([0/90/±45]$_s$)</td>
<td>Middle interfaces</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1.20 x $G_{Ic}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1 Interlaminar properties used in short beam shear simulations.

Since the HTS40/Q-1112 material system is not fully characterized, the enhancement factor was determined by comparing the experimental and numerical damage extension after failure on the Thin nanostitched configuration. It was concluded that an increase of 10-15% on the fracture toughness of the middle interfaces is enough to shift the damage away from the centre as seen experimentally and it is therefore suggested that the nanostitch improves the mode II fracture toughness by a factor of 1.10-1.15 as shown in Fig S3.
Fig. S3 Simulated interfacial damaged as function of interlaminar toughness improvement.